Recover

Restart

Reimagine

Your Readiness
Checklist

As we rebound into our new normal for life and work, many businesses

are wondering if their supply chain is primed for recovery. At Blue Yonder
we believe that technology can help businesses operate responsibly and
profitably. Here are key actions to keep top of mind as you re-calibrate
strategies to keep your business resilient and competitive.

Delivering a fresh,
sustAInable grocery experience
Restart
Delivering a freshRecover
experience in grocery is Reimagine
dependent on
multiple
supply chains, each with their unique challenges.
with
Agility
Create a detailed relaunch map beyond Tier 1 and Tier 2 suppliers
Evaluate accuracy
of assets
and inventory
Top pressure
points
across
the value chain
Identify ways to manage top pressure points across the value chain
Review impact on customer suppliers and customer portfolio

Produce
Supply Chain

Protein
Supply Chain

Manual and ineffective
processes to manage and
reduce food waste

Restart

Dairy
Supply Chain

Cross-supply chain
traceability and need
to reduce waste

Need to reduce
food waste

Recover

Reimagine

Category explosion is
driving challenges with
predicting assortment
and sales volume

Supplier collaboration and
Fluctuating supply and
multi-sourcing and/or
pricing with livestock
direct-to-store delivery
prices driven by
export conditions, feedlot
required to meet
consumerMap
demand
margins, weather, etc.
Increased competition
out workflow and orchestration across the end-to-end supply chain network
from non-milk based
Tough-to-track
life implications
Optimizing
the cutting
Reviewshelf
geopolitical
in the supply
chain network dairy products like
almond, soy and
and corresponding
and processing of
network resilienceprimals/
needs tosub-primals
improve on areas that call for
increased
challengeAnalyze
to optimize
coconut
milkflexibility
markdowns and
based on the
Adapt your supply chain to the new normal by considering where AI and ML can help
corresponding
consumer
demand
predictmargins
disruptions and provide
prescriptive
recommendations

with Flexibility

Food Production
The
Supply Chain

JourneyOnline
of
Retail
a Tennis Ball

Tough-to-track shelf life
Conversion of “Unit per
Order”
forecast
and need to determine
Clay from United
States
of into a
replenishment order
production quantities and
America, Wool from New
volume of ingredients
Zealand, Felt Weaving
from volume
to order
Understanding
United Kingdom,
Petroleum
needs
by zip-code to
Naphthalene from
China, Sulphur
adequately
plan for
Managing raw materials
from South Korea,
Magnesium
delivery
resources
and the production
process in-store is
Carbonate from Japan, Silica from
challenging as ingredients
Lifecycle
decisions
Greece, Zinc Oxide
from pricing
Thailand,
Glue
are also sold to and Rubber from
to Basilan,
empower
personalized
The
Philippines,
consumers directly
offers and increase
and more Rubber
from Malaysia assemble in Bataan,
customer base
The Philippines for production of these balls,
Managing the E2E
packaged using Tin in Indonesia, and then shipped to
process of production:
the final destination - Wimbledon, United Kingdom.
what are the workforce
requirements; what are
the steps in the process;
working back from the
availability need with all
the steps for the recipe
required to get there
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Oceans
Crossed

Contributing
Countries

How Blue Yonder helps grocers and the environment

20+
80000+
Forecasting & replenishment

Ports &
Kilometres
highly accurate forecasts that consider 200+ demand
• Delivers
Customs
of Journey
influencers like weather, days of the week and holidays, plus their

complex inter-relationships, using probabilistic forecasting algorithms,
powered by artificial intelligence (AI)

• Identifies optimal order quantity, right down to specific cuts of meat,

looking at factors like expected cost of waste, cost of lost sales, etc.,
using an AI-based true cost optimization engine

• Enables intra-day replenishment of dairy items in high-volume regions
optimizing supply with date sensitive information

Merchandising

• Provides multi-echelon allocation solver that accounts for

produce by grade, size of store, available in-store inventory
and store/ channel preferences for each supply grade

automated markdown recommendations
Restart
Reimagine
• Reduces spoilage with Recover

with Visibility

Control Tower

• Real-time visibility across the supply chain with AI/ML

prescriptive insights to detect, track and dynamically
Invest in automation that uses machine-learning based recommendations
adjust and respond to disputations
Empower end-to-end visibility with a unified control tower and integrated platforms
Recalibrate business continuity strategies with updated stress test scenarios

Best-in-class vendor collaboration
Advance your and
end-to-end
valuecontrol
chain with last mile solutions
quality

• Provides real-time visibility and order traceability
across the end-to-end value chain

300
+
Start Your Autonomous
Predictive

Visibility

grocery retailers

Run Blue Yonder systems worldwide.
No other software
the depth
Prescriptive supplier has
Autonomous
and breadth of supply chain planning,
execution and merchandising capabilities
as Blue Yonder.

Supply Chain Journey
with Blue Yonder Today!
Visit blueyonder.com/platform to see how it works.

Call 1.833.532.4764 to find out how
Blue Yonder can help you deliver a
fresh, sustainable grocery experience.

Providing industry-leading solutions to drive performance and value with today’s supply chain strategies
Brand
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blueyonder.com
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